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MAUPASSANT LUDENS:

A RE-EXAMINATION OF PIERRE ET JEAN

Mary Donaldson-Evans

A GRADUAL shift in focus has marked the series of critical studies

which, since the 1950's, have been devoted to Pierre et Jean, the fourth of

Maupassant's six completed novels. Most of the early analyses concen
trated upon Pierre's role and tended to exclude the other characters from

consideration.1 More recent examinations, taking their cue from the
novel's title, have generally regarded Pierre et Jean as a study in binary
oppositions. Singling out Pierre as the true hero who struggles against
bourgeois values in his quest for self-knowledge, A. H. Wallace contrasts
him to Jean, whom he views as hopelessly ordinary, having neither the
ambition nor the intelligence to raise himself above the mediocrity of his

middle class milieu.2 Charles Castella, through his Marxist analysis of
the novel, sees the two men as engaged in a quête démonique, their
desires being mediated by each other rather than by any genuine worth of

the desired object.3 And Marie-Claire Ropars-Wuilleumier, in her per
ceptive and provocative study of the novel, asserts that the struggle
between the brothers, which can be discerned at several levels of the
text, is in fact the structuring principle of the entire work.4

While it is indisputable that an understanding both of Pierre's psy
chological struggle and of the fraternal jealousy which characterizes his
relationship with Jean is essential to an appreciation of the text, these two

viewpoints do not by any means exhaust the possible interpretations of
' See for example the following articles, all of which appeared in French
Review: Robert J. Niess, "Pierre et Jean: Some Symbols," XXXII (1958—59),
511—519; Murray Sachs, "The Meaning of Maupassant's Pierre et Jean," XXXIV
(1960— 61), 244—250; Elliott Grant, "On the Meaning of Maupassant's Pierre et
Jean," XXXVI (1962—63), 469—473; and Dzintars Freimanis, "More on the Mean
ing of Pierre et Jean," XXXVIII (1964-65), 326-331.
2 Guy de Maupassant (New York; Twayne, 1973).
3 Structures romanesques et vision sociale chez Guy de Maupassant (Lau
sanne: Editions de l'âge d'homme, 1972).
4 "Lire l'écriture," Esprit, 12 (déc. 1974), 800—833.
204
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the novel or even explain the many apparent p
too rarely been recognized, let alone resolved. I

itself appears to justify both theories: Pierre is the

of the novel's nine chapters, and the "dualité o

by Jean Paris in Maupassant's workss is certai
suggested not only by the title but by the freq
which occurs more than one hundred times in

believe that such interpretations unjustly ignor

(.Pierre et Jean has often, and falsely in my v
obvious)6 and that the opposition between the b
affirmed from the first chapter to the last, is in

real, meaningful only in the context of their rela

female protagonists. Moreover, I would like to
defend the thesis that, as a direct consequence
novel's basic structuring device is not the duali

but rather the triad, and that it is the number thr

par excellence, which provides the key to the
Pierre et Jean.7

Perhaps the first clue to the novel's hidden com

in the interpretations of the critics. It has freque

Lanoux, and Hainsworth8 as well as by Ropars-W
Wallace, and others) that certain of the prota
gànger in the novel, a claim which should be si
However, curiously enough, there is widesprea

5 "Maupassant et le contre-récit," in Le Point ave
p. 136.

6 "De Pierre et Jean, le sens abonde, jusqu'à la nausée," states Ropars

Wuilleumier at the beginning of her article (p. 801) which, however, bears

eloquent testimony to the falsehood of the commonly expressed view.
7 Although two authors, Castella (op. cit.) and Friedrich Wolfcettel "Funktion
und Problematik des Helden' in Maupassants Roman Pierre et Jean," Romanische

Forschungen LXXXVI (1974), 359—378 have mentioned the triangle in their

studies of Pierre et Jean, neither has looked upon the figure three as the source of
the work's structural unity. Castella, following in the footsteps of René Girard,
writes of the triangular structure of desire, yet in his remarks on the novel it is to
the opposition between the brothers that he directs his attention. Wollzettel has
recognized a triangular relationship among several of the characters but draws no

general conclusions from this observation, and the greater part of his study is
devoted to an analysis of Pierre's role.
8 See André Vial, Maupassant et l'art du roman (Paris: Nizet, 1954), 103 and
262— 263; Armand Lanoux, Maupassant le bel ami (Paris: Fayard, 1967), p. 277;
and G. Hainsworth, Intro, to Harrap ed. of Pierre et Jean, 1966, p. 20.
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identification of these doubles. According to the most

view, Madame Rosémilly and Madame Roland would be sy
Pierre Roland could be identified with his father, while
would be formed by Jean and his natural father Maréchal.

justification for these assertions. In addition to the common

of their married names, the two women are "ménagèr
éprises d'ordre, de propreté et d'économie."9 Pierre Ro
associated with le père Roland and not only phonetically

being but a phoneme apart) but through their shared love o

unwitting complicity in uncovering Madame Roland's pa
functioning as an adjuvant on Greimas' actantiel model

identification of himself with the cuckold. Finally, Jean Ro

his mother's lover to whom he bears a family resembl
regarded, at least by his mother, as Léon Maréchal's rei

Although most of the critics are quick to see the resemb

Madame Rosémilly and Madame Roland, not all subscri

that the sons reduplicate the roles of their respective fathe

Wallace have pointed out — and with reason — that
terre-à-terre Jean appears in some ways to be Rolan
Pierre, in his refinement and sensitivity, is more akin

However, this apparent contradiction ceases to be one as
each of the main characters existing, not merely in du

triplicate. Wolfzettel has perceived a link between the v
ress and the other two women and indeed, this nameles

comes for Pierre the incarnation of womanhood, encom

mother and Madame Rosémilly, when he discovers the

transgressions. As for the two brothers, both composites o

men (Roland and Maréchal), are they not in fact two fa
being, complementary rather than antithetical, Pierre

with Roland by his role and Maréchal by his character, for

chiasmus with Jean who is the novel's lover (hence dupli
role) but who, like Roland, is characterized by a thick-h

throughout the novel?

Maupassant, it is true, insists frequently upon the striki

which characterize the two men. We are told in the first c

is "aussi blond que son frère était noir, aussi calme que

9 Vial, p. 103.
10 A. J. Greimas, Sémantique structurale (Paris: Larousse, 1
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emporté, aussi doux que son frère était rancunier."

indeed to look upon this opposition as the novel's mo

basis for any study of its symbolism, particularl

explanation of the symbolic code as being founded in

device of antithesis.12 Yet there is something troubl

about such a dichotomy, for Maupassant subverts i

text and the result is a mundus inversus, the mea
easily penetrable. Pierre is older than Jean by fiv

who appears more mature, who serves as an e

brother, and Pierre is told repeatedly in his youth

upon that of his younger sibling ("Regarde Jean
Even in the term of endearment used to address J
diction: "Dans la famille, on appelait toujours Jean
beaucoup plus grand que Pierre." (p. 31) The parado
respective professions as well: Pierre, a physician,
his own psychological malady, described metaph

which has grown from a "grain de chagrin" (p. 39) to

Likewise incapable of curing his mother despite his f

fact the cause of her suffering. Indeed, Pierre lac
generally associated with a physician; rather, he
investigative mind, his strong sense of logic, his j

His lawyer brother, on the other hand, appears a

legal mind: unquestioning and refusing to pass ju
un juge, lui, même un juge miséricordieux, il étai
faiblesse et un fils plein de tendresse" —p. 180),
"cure" for Madame Roland's suffering, who, aft
tically to her pathetic revelation, soothes her, b

vinegar, gives her sweetened water to fortify her; it

embodies the concern, the gentleness, the compas

physician would be expected to demonstrate. And
end here, for the illegitimate son Jean reaps all

11 Page numbers refer to the Conard edition.
12 Roland Barthes, S/Z (Paris: Seuil, 1970), pp. 33—3
11 Maupassant frequently stresses Pierre's legalistic m
both in his appearance and in his actions: he has sidebu
des magistrats" (p. 3); he looks at Madame Rosémilly
magistrat" (p. 8); in determining his mother's guilt he is
enquête minutieuse d'où résulterait l'éclatante vérité"
found her guilty and caused her to suffer for her past s
"comme un juge satisfait de sa besogne." (p. 142)
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material and social, usually associated with legitimacy,

legitimate son, is déshérité, banished, deprived not onl

security which is usually the prerogative of the legitimate

sense of belonging as well. In the end, it is he who become

fleeing "cette maison qui n etait plus sienne^ ces gens qu
à lui que par d'imperceptibles liens. " (p. 202)
As was the case with their mutual resemblance to ce

the novel's fathers, I believe that such apparent contradict

understood if one looks upon the brothers as chiasmic

interlocking with each other like two pieces of a jigsaw pu

as irreconcilably antithetical rivals. The anecdote whi
source of Pierre et Jean appears to substantiate this view

Roland. According to Madame Lecomte du Nouy, the n
an inheritance of 8 million francs which one of Maup
tances had been willed by a friend of the family:

Il paraît que le père du jeune homme était vieux, la mère j
cherché comment le don d'une pareille fortune pouvait s'exp
supposition qui s'est imposée à lui. (quoted in Pierre et Jean

The transformation which Maupassant effected on this sim

that of the addition of a brother defined not merely by hi

the beneficiary of the will but by his opposition to hi

gestive. Half-brothers, Pierre and Jean appear indeed to

symbolic transposition of pre-psychoanalytical theor

ready in the wind in the 1880's and with which Maupas

familiar through his friend Dr. J. M. Charcot. Not only h

with Charcot in 1885—1886, but Pierre Janet, an eminent

one of the leading promoters of experimental psycholo
also been influenced by Charcot's concepts. Although J
which dealt with the disintegration of the ego as a cau
not appear until 1889, hence too late to have served as

Pierre et Jean, Janet had already published several art
Philosophique by the mid-1880's, including one, entit
conscients et le dédoublement de la personnalité," wh
1886. There can be little doubt that Maupassant was a

theories, given the former's keen interest in medicine, an

plausible that he intended the brothers to be symbols
dédoublement and of consciousness and unconsciousne

Seen in this light, Pierre, whose growing awareness of
transgressions forms the very nucleus of the novel, w
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conscious self which Maupassant calls "l'être p

alizing, self-aware moi whose driving forces are th

forces opposed to sexuality. Jean, on the contr

both figuratively and literally through much of t

incarnation of "l'être instinctif' (p. 40) and hence o

which Pierre tries unsuccessfully to repress. Th
primary object of such sexual desires is manif

symbolized both by Pierre's relationship to the ma

hallucinations which are rife with Freudian im
sion, the sight of an Italian ship arriving in port

of the volcanic eruption of Vesuvius with, at
fireflies darting about "dans les bosquets d'ora
Castellamare. " (p. 108) The referential accuracy
not in any way obliterate its sens caché, and it
thought of Castellamare (chateau de la mer!cha
in Pierre feelings of nostalgia and tenderness:

Que de fois il avait rêvé de ces noms familiers, com
paysages." (p. 108)

He longs to escape to this paradise of his imagin
cannot: "Mais non, il fallait rentrer, rentrer da
se coucher dans son lit." (p. 108)15 The chateau d
ardently desires (a desire clearly belonging to h

contrasts sharply with the maison paternelle, a pr

ment ("son lit"). This opposition finds an echo

striking disparity between Jean's elegant apar

François Ier (evocative, by its address, of a Renaiss

decorated by his mother) and Pierre's minuscul

as Ropars-Wuillemier has pointed out (p. 814), is
house, being characterized above all by its nar

bed, "tabernacle de la vie,"16 which plays such
Maupassant's creative universe, becomes symb
tinies, and Jean's bed, "très large, une vraie co
par Madame Roland," (p. 169) stands in direc

14 See Ropars-Wuilleumier, pp. 806—811 and my "Th
the structure of Maupassant's Pierre et Jean," Nottingh
1978.

'5 Here and throughout, italics are my own.
Ih "Le lit," in Mademoiselle Fifi (Paris: Conard, 19
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shipboard berth, "étroit et long comme un cercueil." (p
allusion to death gratuitous, for if Jean's apartment sig

commencement of a new, conjugal life, Pierre's cham

departures are associated with separation and death, as w

It is obvious that Jean's "victories" represent the fulfillm

unconscious desires and that, furthermore, these desire

relationship with the pulsions oedipiennes. Even the m

line the opposition which characterizes the two demi-frères

a culinary metaphor, make it clear that they are to be se

complementarity. In one important episode, Pierre, ar

ments late for lunch, finds nothing to eat but a cold, dry c

him "dans le plat creux, au milieu de la table." (p. 56

froide and sèche which qualify the cutlet appear to be symb

of mère castratrice which Madame Roland plays increasingl

to Pierre, and the stark epithet creux, evoking hollow
contrasts with the adjectives of ascension and plenitud

terize the delicacies offered Jean at the banquet held in cel

newly acquired wealth. Seated "à la place de son pèr

characterized by his relationship to his mother who looks l

"rose de bonheur, le regard brillant," (p. 71) Jean is pre

énorme bouquet . . . [quij s'élevait comme un dôme pav
mide de pêches magnifiques ... un gâteau monumental
fouettée et couvert de clochettes de sucre fondu, une

biscuit. " (p. 72) In addition to the obvious allusion to Jean's

which corresponds Pierre's humiliation), the architectur
scribing Jean's flowers and his exotic friandises suggest
of the concave plat creux from which Pierre had taken
leftovers. Furthermore, the epicurean delights proffer

both the tropical lands Pierre dreams of visiting, as Rop
has noted (p. 811), and the maternal breast. The allusio
sweetness and softness which figure in the description are

tive of the mere nourricière, and Madame Roland's nu
clearly symbolized not only by the feast itself but by

towards her son Jean. This touching scene is profoundly di

guilt-ridden moi conscient, and Pierre finds himself playin

the role of trouble-fête, a role which will be his for the
novel and which will in the end be the source of his ph

The nature of Pierre's relationship to his mother can

not only through a symbolic reading of the text, but at th

well. The reader is told that his love for her is exclusive (p
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believes her to be "plus criminelle envers lu
même." (p. 131) Furthermore, his most profo

prostrating himself before her, caressing her, ho

are carried out by Jean, the symbol of his unc

est en nous," (p. 41) in the forgiveness scene
clear that the most important woman in Jean's

mother. It is not mere coincidence that Jean
clude a pact of solidarity on the very day on
Rosémilly decide to wed. The tender forgivene
and son is in marked contrast to the cold, "re
sode, and Jean's marriage to Madame Rosémil
than the legitimization and resolution of his O
because he is innocent, unfettered by the feel

suffered by his conscious other half. Moreover, P

ocean voyage, lacking destination, a continual
ports — seems perfectly suited to the anguish
by definition those of the conscious self. Con

flânerie, Pierre, despite his frenetic mental ac
impuissant, unfinished, an avorton, for he is
emotional process whose movement is comparab

the sea. It is little wonder, then, that Jean

triumph, and Pierre's statement regarding his ow

its full metaphoric value:

Chez lui la nature première demeurait en dernier li
sensitif dominait toujours dominait toujours l'homme

Maupassant's suggestion of complementarity
concerned is by no means the only example o

study of his lexicon quickly reveals. It is surely n

name chosen for the adulteress has an historical a

of Madame "Manon" Roland, the Revolutionary

warned her husband of her love for another man

the 19th century as the personification of virt
doubtful paternity and handsome strangers, an
chievously name the cuckold's two friends Pa

certainly not unaware of the myriad possibilities

Such playful choices carry over into toponymy as

chapter, Roland stops at the Place de la Bourse
sailing ships moored in the Bassin du Commer

the sky above like vultures, waiting for debris to
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that the pretty Madame Roland lives on the rue
mande, while Madame Rosémilly, known for her c

apartment on the route de Sainte-Adress; that Jean a
milly become engaged to be married on the beach at
netically suggestive of certain forms of the verb joind
view of women as potential whores, hawking or at leas
sexual wares outside the accepted channels of betroth
becomes crystalized as he observes their antics on the
ville — these choices, and others, establish a secret co
between author and reader, become metaphoric clins
revealing, impossible to ignore. Nor is it by chance th
sors, "[qu]'il . . . jugeait des ânes," (p. 53) have names
of burden;17 or that a ship evoked in the first chapter
named for the province of Maupassant's mother's birth
ship to be mentioned in the novel, La Lorraine,'* sugg
influence (Gustave de Maupassant having had his origin
Like the paradoxes which are inherent in the charact
Pierre and Jean, these choices are not gratuitous, and
interpretation which gives full recognition to the "pro
composition" which Jean Paris has so rightly discerne

works, (p. 174) Such an interpretation, rejecting the long-

Pierre et Jean surrenders all its meaning in the first c

beyond the obvious when dealing with the novel's stru
We have already seen that the traditional view of Pi
terms of binary opposition is an overly simplistic one a
more useful and more productive to see the major ch

terms of doubles, but rather in groups of three. Indeed, a

Pierre et Jean would seem to suggest that the number thr

two, is the principal structuring device in the novel, as ev

its frequency throughout the work and by the predomina

or three-person relationship. To understand this role, w
examine the events of the novel in order to lay bare the t

17 Bourriquel evokes bourrique, Rémusot contains musot,
cal to museau; and Marousel suggests mon roussin.
18 Maupassant's originality is evident here since there was, a
Aubéry ("Images du Havre dans Pierre et Jean de Guy de Ma
1970, p. 4), no ship bearing this name in 1888. La Normandie,
appears to have been named for a ship which made its maid
(ibid)
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which reverberates throughout the text and wh
mise en abîme, can be isolated at all levels of th

Let us begin with the obvious and indulge in som

novel contains nine chapters and six principal c

three, trois, appears thirty-four times, multi
additional nineteen times, and the word trian
figures are not in themselves convincing, but
novel s major events and in particular to Pierr
them special signficance. Pierre is thirty year

brother Jean inherits the fortune of an old famil

Pierre's reaction to this event can be expresse
quence: tormented, first by jealousy of his br
secondly by the fear that an inheritance which
would cast doubt upon his mother's reputation
titude that his mother had indeed engaged in a

Maréchal, Pierre flees three times to the harbor. D

novel, Pierre pays three visits to his friend th

departs three times by boat, spends three hours s

learns that he was three years of age when his par

prevented from renting an apartment ideally s
he is unable to make the down-payment on th

francs. The novel is set in three cities, contains th

old sailors and three women (I am excluding t

whose role is episodic and related to setting rat

the events which are characterized by a three
marked by an evolutionary movement. For ex

ment from his family is symbolized by the three

progressively distant places; his three visits to

by an increasing inability to find solace in thi

comforting to him; the women are presented i
mity: from Louise Roland, who is granted both

move to Madame Rosémilly, la veuve, who, lack

novel, is defined by her role as a widow and by he

introduced to the nameless café waitress who repr

the immorality which Pierre has discovered in
from his jaundiced perspective, he has extend

In addition to the main plot of which Pierre is t

are two others, as indicated by the shifting nar

first of these is Jean's; the second, as we sh

Roland's. The narrative of which Jean is the cen
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division being 1) Jean's inheritance and the accom
2) (which is casualy linked to one): the acquisition a
elegant apartment; and 3) the promise of marriage

Madame Rosémilly. Pierre's drama, which is synchr
psychological, dominated by elements of what for
meneutic code,19 whereas Jean's plot is composed of
relationship between Jean's narrative and Pierre's

effect, action and reaction. Each new "victory" of
stage of Pierre's moral dilemma.
If the events which either befall Jean or are init

causal relationship with the péripéties of Pierre's dram

the case, and Pierre's narrative in no way contamin
that there is one point in the novel when Jean's as
appears to be threatened: this occurs when Pierre

secret of their mother's past. However Jean refuses to

interfere with his happiness, concluding logically, i

egotistical decision to keep the inheritance, that he wi

Roland's legacy, since he is the son of another. Wh
this sacrifice is an empty one in view of Roland's m

functionally important in the narrative structure,
between Pierre's descending trajectory and Jean's as

Pierre from blocking his brother's upward moveme

It is clear that Jean's plot, set in a comic mode and e

of marriage, is antithetical to Pierre's narrative, tragic

to a union, but to an irreconcilable separation which
death.

In addition to the two interrelated plots of which J

the subjects, there is a third which, because it lies out

of the novel, has consistently been neglected by cr
Roland's extramarital affair with Léon Maréchal. It

this affair takes place long before the novel begins
regarded as an integral part of the novel's narrativ

like to propose that the contrary is in fact true for th

the details of Madame Roland's relationship with M
like clues to a mystery, not in a single expository
Vorgeschichte or pré-texte. Rather, they are scatte
novel, in chapters 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7. This jumbled nar
all of its elements (setting, characterization, motiva
S/Z, pp. 215-216.
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for the reader, not by an omniscient narrator, bu

characters, Roland Senior, Pierre Roland, and M

of this affair unfolds in conjuction with the no

sequences and if its development is not linear, it i

novel, having as great an influence as Jean's s
destiny. Indeed, it functions as an ever-widen
pelling Jean along the upward slope he had beg
the inheritance is revealed and, by the same
downward to the fate which will be his. The in

present by the past corresponds directly to the gr

call the extra-temporal récit, for the complete stor

upon Roland's anecdotes nor upon Pierre's con
Madame Roland's own authority, is provided o
interesting to note that there are three principal

past liaison, three distinct moments in Pierre's tri

ponding roughly to his preliminary suspicions,
and final accusation. Moreover, each stage is as
novel's three female protagonists.

The first interference of the adulterous affair oc

when Jean's inheritance is revealed. Although c

this moment suggest the possibility of an extra-m

retrospect that their meaning becomes clear. C
of the inheritance coincides with the disclosur

prefers Jean to Pierre, a preference already prefig

the rowing competition with Pierre earlier the

of Madame Rosémilly and for her benefit. This fi

in direct relationship to the first of the novel'
Pierre—Madame Rosémilly. Pierre is disgruntle
but he knows not of what and, examining his c

his malaise must be caused by jealousy of his br

The second stage of Pierre's prise de conscienc

3 and is associated with the café waitress. In Chap

with Marowsko the news of the inheritance. Ma

cryptic words ("Ça ne fera pas un bon effet

Pierre, but it is not until the bonne de brasserie r

Jean's inheritance, "Vrai, ça n'est pas étonnant
(p. 67) that the implications of the legacy bec

moment, too, has its triadic counterpart, for shor

of the inheritance, the café waitress indicates h

(p. 66) and it is in fact her implied preference for
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Pierre to relate the story of the legacy. The second tria

serveuse, is thus a mere variant of the first one, with a lo

pursued, however briefly, by Pierre, and who expres
veiled terms, a predilection for his younger brother
distributional analysis would prove the café waitress t
acter, functionally her role is very great since it is s

Pierre's investigation of his mother. It is on the basis of h

the chapter which follows, Pierre imagines first an outlin

if incomplete picture of his mother's relationship with
The final touches are added by Madame Roland herse

Pierre, who is now certain of his mother's guilt, has openl

adultery. In the confession scene which follows Pie

Madame Roland reveals to Jean that Pierre's conviction
relationship with Maréchal are indeed accurate. On a sy
"writes" the closing chapter of her own saga, for she r

her affair with Maréchal came to an end. This final int

corresponds to the novel's most important triad, that o

Pierre and Jean. Prefigured throughout the novel, M
choice of Jean is made explicit in the confession scene

begs her younger son to stay with her in order to protect

who has been transformed into her inquisitor by his
infidelity. This scene between Madame Roland and Jea
fusion of their destinies and their dyadic alliance again
seen as a threat to their happiness. Later that night, as
beside her sleeping husband, Madame Roland is overcom
retrouvée des adultères anciens. " (p. 192) This evocati
terous affair brings immediately to mind the extra-te
dame Roland—Maréchal—le père Roland, for which the
triad is in fact a metaphor.

Clearly, the apparent antithesis between the brothers

end in itself, is, at the level of plot, nothing more than a

basic chosen/rejected opposition, and the triad is restor

poses the question "Chosen by whom?" "Rejected by w

What conclusions can be drawn from this preponderanc

three in Maupassant's novel? From the perspective of t
ships, the obvious interpretation is, as we have seen,
Freud and Lacan notwithstanding, modern family be

tended to prefer to the Oedipal theory the "triangle"
they consider more flexible and according to which t
relationship or dyad, basically ephemeral, always for
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stress.20 Several examples of such "triangling-in
called, could be isolated in Pierre et Jean, fro
Maréchal by Madame Roland when her dyadic u

unbearable, to Pierre's triangling-in of Jean by re

of their mother's adulterous past.

From the viewpoint of what I see as the n

sequence, another interpretation imposes itself.

who provide, in turn, details of Madame Ro

Maréchal, only Pierre is truly creative. Roland'
dotal, and he himself is completely unaware o

dame Roland's confession is nothing more than a c

hypothesis and an attempt to justify her adultery

Jean. Pierre, on the other hand, must labor to rec

took place when he was but a young child. Neith

the bits of information provided unwittingly by h

indict his mother. Rather, Pierre himself must, t

through his imagination, weave the isolated str
whole, recognizable fabric. The narrative cons

Chapter 4 is the product of this effort, and Pierr

respect to this récit. This role has been prepared f

first three chapters: his vivid imagination, his

discourse, his literary judgments, his verbal cr

sitivity — all identify him with the writer. Pierr

the reader in the form of an interior monolo

suffering which is the result of his re-creation

relieved only after he has objectivized the story b

l'acte narratif. He is purged through this ex
anguish of his isolation remains. Here, too, th

dominates, not only in the narrative context, but

the énonciation. It is not by chance that Madam

room when Pierre tells Jean of his illegitimacy
word, for it is she who is the real destinataire

Jean's role being rather like that of the psycholog

to serve as intermediary between two people
conversation has become impossible. Clearly, th
in Pierre et Jean cannot be overestimated. Ind

20 "Differentiation of self in one's family," in Fam
between Family Researchers and Family Therapist
York: Springer, 1972), p. 123.
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relationship which informs the structure is the basis for

among the characters. It is significant that the novel
tented character, the one to whom Maupassant ironical
word and the last in the novel, is the one who consis
uninvolved, who is never successiully triangled-in by
acters, who is completely unaware of the novel's many
one of which he was once himself a part. Indeed, so ign

Roland of the tragedy which is rending his family that w

his mother's infidelity, Pierre tells his father that he is m

who lost her virtue, a woman whom he had loved too m

not pursue the conversation, ironically judging "que c
regardent pas les tiers." (p. 139) Roland is quite literall
and his exclusion, based upon his own stupidity and ign
foil for Pierre's voluntary exclusion, founded upon hi
mother's past. Pierre's departure on the liner "Lorrai
once a death, as the novel's symbolism makes abundan
descent into the hell of his own destiny, rendered spa
descent into the bowels of the ship where there await
sight of ragged, foul-smelling emigrants, lying in hea
Condemned to minister to these wretched creatures, h

dreamed of capturing the rich, elegant clientèle of

choosing his mistresses from among them, Pierre is, li

both a failure and an exile. Judge of his mother' condu

been judged and found guilty, and his expulsion is a pu

arrogance and for the moralistic attitude which he had ad

for his anguish. Pierre's fate can be seen, not only as a con

ultimately senseless agitation and aimless movement of hi

final loss of identity. Pierre d'achoppement for his b
touche with regard to his mother, pierre philosophale
point of view,21 the protagonist had been aptly nam
parture, Pierre is rendered incapable of playing the tr

by his name. Equilibrium is restored to the family structu

ends, not only with his elimination, but with the format

potentially stable triad, Madame Rosémilly—Madame R

petit-bourgeois logic with which the cashier-mother justif

21 The old pharmacist, a symbolic alchemist, whose great
in life is the preparation of a medicinal liquor which will b
fortune, regards his young doctor friend as a potential prov
philosopher's stone which will transform his dreams into gold
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tion and balances the books ("Elle avait perdu un f

lui rendait à la place une fille, une grande fille

example of Maupassant's bitter irony: the son to w

referring is Pierre, not Jean, and her statement s

ent of the cliché according to which the parent

lose a son but gain a daughter (or vice versa).
Pierre squarely in the debit column.

Jean's triumph is absolute: he has robbed his old

thing he held most dear, his mother, and has cond

exile, forever wandering the seas. Yet the ultim

destiny should not blind us to the fact that this t
from the subdety, the irony and the playfulness

often overlooked — once expressed the desire

tructeur, an ironique féroce et comique, un Aristo

It is a measure of his ludic cynicism that the
normal course of events should guarantee Pier
seniority and sensitivity) are usurped by the il

insensitivity of his half-brother Jean, an irony un

Pierre, not Jean, is made to feel the vilain. Th
symbolic and narrative conventions which Mau

role reversal of Pierre and Jean, his superimpositi

upon the apparendy clear grid of binary op

complex and subtly amusing onomastic word pla

the novel reveal that Maupassant's writing has a d

has been recognized all too rarely. Upon closer e
and "obvious" Maupassant has proven himself

unexpectedly intricate web, whose fine mes

reader, blissfully unaware of all but the most
lector!
Department of Langs. & Lrrs.
University of Delaware

Newark, DE 19711 U.S.A.

" Unpublished letter, quoted by Pol Neveux in his introduction to the Conard
edition of Maupassant's Oeuvres Complètes (Boule de Suif, p. lxxxi).
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